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Late Stalinist Sooling
From July 1943 to July 1954, the Soviet government
introduced a unique pedagogical experiment in history
of Soviet education–separate schools for girls and boys.
is interesting and forgoen experiment of late Stalinism is the theme of E. omas Ewing’s book. Using archival documents of the Soviet Ministry of Education, the Communist Party, Komsomol, and trade unions,
along with contemporary Soviet periodicals and pedagogical literature, especially an unpublished 1946 Soviet
doctoral dissertation by Konstantin I. L’vov, Ewing shows
how this Soviet postwar policy became “a unique example of a large-scale eﬀort to use gender segregation as a
tool for social engineering” of Stalinist political regime
(p. 4). According to the author, his study of Soviet separate schools “contributes to a broader understanding of
late Stalinist period as well as the construction, experience, and negotiation of gender roles in distinct social
contexts.” e author argues that the growing militarization of Soviet society led Soviet educators “to see separate schooling as a viable and even desirable strategy
for training Soviet youth for future civic responsibilities.” e decision about separate education coincided
with pro-natalist policies, which began in the prewar period but saw further extensions during the war, “including restrictions on divorce, bans on abortion, and awards
oﬀered to mothers with many children” (p. 7).

such as reinforcing the authority of teachers, monitoring behavior through daily record keeping, or accusing unruly pupils of ”anti-Soviet“ acts–proved ineﬀective in maintaining desired levels of individual obedience and classroom order.” (p.8) While such authors
as Gail Warshofsky Lapidus, Ann Livschiz, and Richard
Stites have represented the Soviet experiment of separate
schooling as the Stalinist conservative rejection of the
principle of equal coeducation and socialist sex equality,
Ewing argues that “broad commitment to gender equality as an ideological promise remained a powerful factor
in popular evaluations of separate schooling and would
contribute directly to the restoration of coeducation” in
1954 (p. 8).
In the ﬁrst chapter, Ewing explores the reasons for
the school reform and shows that separate schooling responded to “the mobilization of society to meet the military emergency, concerns about women’s roles in families and society, and especially the problem of discipline
in schools” (p. 16). In three subsequent chapters, Ewing
discusses teachers’ “expectations” of pupils’ experience
(one chapter focuses especially on girls’ schools and another chapter on boys’ schools). In the two ﬁnal chapters,
Ewing explores public discussions about problems of separate schooling and growing opposition of Soviet society to this educational experiment. According to Ewing,
his history of this Soviet educational experiment “oﬀers
important lessons about the possible diﬃculties and potential consequences of imposing gender segregation in
educational contexts,” as revealed by his “substantive examination of the short-term eﬀects and long-term implications of using separate schools as a strategy of social
engineering.” (pp. 225 and 227) At the end, Ewing argues that gender inequality became the major problem
for Soviet educators, whose “assumptions about boys’
need for more experienced and eﬀective teachers,” as well
as their perceptions of “girls as more successful and reli-

In contrast to a traditional view that the war with
Germany exerted a direct inﬂuence on Soviet educators’ gender-speciﬁc expectations of future generations
(e.g., boys ﬁght and girls bear and rear children), Ewing
shows that Soviet separate education “responded to serious shortcomings in classroom discipline, especially in
large cities, which persisted in spite of the increasingly
severe disciplinary techniques of the Stalinist school” (p.
8). Ewing’s central question is “why gender segregation
appeared an aractive and eﬀective instrument for disciplining boys and girls at a time when other techniques–
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able, demonstrate how powerfully separate schools man- of the Soviet republics, such as Moscow and Alma-Ata,
ufactured inequality” (p. 227).
Baku, and other big industrial urban areas.
Ewing is at his best using archival documents and peAlthough Ewing devotes a small section to senrollment in Soviet separate schools, he does not adequately riodical publications. But personal interviews and memdiscuss this issue. Ninety percent of all Soviet schools oirs of people who grew up during the late Stalinist
(classiﬁed as “rural schools”) were ineligible for this ed- era and who were enrolled in Soviet separate schools
ucation experiment. Only 8 percent, mainly urban, So- are missing from his book. At the same time, bringing
viet schools were subject to gender segregation. In many together all these interviews and memoirs would have
provincial cities, such as Dnipropetrovsk and Kharkiv in made Ewing’s arguments about Soviet educational reUkraine, only a minority of schools participated in the forms more interesting and more convincing.
program. us, sex-segregated schooling was an urban
Despite these minor criticisms, Ewing’s book is still a
educational experience for a minority of children and necessary and important contribution to a growing ﬁeld
youth in postwar Soviet Union. is does not mean it of social and cultural history of late Stalinism. is book
was an unimportant historical event, but it demands that is a good addition to the studies of “Stalin’s last generthe experiment of sex-segregated schools be placed in the ation” and can be recommended for college courses not
social and cultural context of the cities that participated only on Soviet history but also on the history of educain the program. Typically, these were the capital cities tion in general.
If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the list discussion logs at:
hp://h-net.msu.edu/cgi-bin/logbrowse.pl.
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